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ABSTRACT. Let H denote the Paley-Wiener space of entire functions of exponential

type it which belong to L2(-oo, oo) on the real axis. A sequence {X„} of distinct complex

numbers will be called an interpolating sequence for H if TH D I1, where T is the mapping

defined by Tf = {/(A„)}. If in addition {A„} is a set of uniqueness for H, then {A„} is called

a complete interpolating sequence. The following results aie established. If Re(A„+,)

— Re(Aj > y > 1 and if the imaginary part of A, is sufficiently small, then (A„) is an

interpolating sequence. If |Re(A„) — n\ < L < (log 2)/tr (-oo < ti < oo) and if the

imaginary part of A„ is uniformly bounded, then (A,) is a complete interpolating sequence

and {eiX"'} is a basis for Ü(—ir,ir). These results are used to investigate interpolating

sequences in several related spaces of entire functions of exponential type.

Introduction. Let H denote the Paley-Wiener space of entire functions / of

exponential type it for which

^¡ = [/Il^|2^]1/2<00'

A sequence {X„} of distinct complex numbers will be called an interpolating

sequence for H if corresponding to each sequence {cn} in I2 there is at least one

function/in H satisfying f(X„) = c„ (-oo < n < oo). (Unless otherwise stated,

the term sequence in this paper will always mean a two-sided sequence.)

In §§2 and 3 of this paper we study both necessary and sufficient conditions

for a sequence {Xn} to be interpolating. For the most part we require that the A,

lie in a strip parallel to the real axis. Under this condition we show that I2 is the

natural sequence space to interpolate with functions in H and a necessary

condition for interpolation is that the Xn be separated, that is, \Xn — Xk\ > y for

some constant y > 0 and all n ¥= k.

A classical theorem of Paley and Wiener [8, p. 13] shows that the Fourier

transform of every function in H vanishes almost everywhere outside (—ir,ir).

Thus / belongs to H if and only if it is of the form

O) f(z) = ±jlg(ty«dt
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for some g in L2(—ir,ir). It follows that {\n} is an interpolating sequence if and

only if the trigonometric moment problem

(2) cH = ¿ JT g(i)e>^dt      (-00 < « < oo)

has a solution g in L2(—rr,ir) whenever 2 kil2 < oo. The following result was

first established by Boas [3] and later reproved in a more abstract setting by N.

Bari [1]. (See also [10].)

Lemma 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the trigonometric moment

problem (2) have a solution in L2(—n,m)for every square summable sequence {c„} is

that the inequality

(3) A^\an\2<^f-[\^ane^'\2dt

holds for some constant A > 0 and all finite sequences {an}.

Several years earlier, Ingham [7] had established the validity of (3) in the

special case in which the A„ are real and satisfy the separation condition

Ab+i — AB > y > 1 (— °o < « < oo). He showed that his result is the best

possible, in the sense that y cannot be taken equal to 1, by demonstrating that

the sequence {\„} given by

K = n~4>      À_„ = -A,      (n = l,2,...)

does not satisfy (3) for any positive A. By modifying Ingham's proof, we are able

to show that {X„} is an interpolating sequence whenever

Re(AB+I) - Re(A„) > y > 1       (-oo < n < oo)

and the imaginary part of A„ is sufficiently small. As a corollary we show that if

{\n} is a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real axis and if

Re(AB+i) - Re(X„) -* oo as n -* ±oo, then for each {c„} in I2 and each t > 0

there exists an entire function / of exponential type t, square integrable on the

real axis, for which f(Xn) = cH (-oo < n < oo).

In their classic treatise, Paley and Wiener showed [8, p. 115] that every

sequence of real numbers {a„} which are close to the integers in the sense that

|Ab — n| < L < l/ir2 (—oo < n < oo) is an interpolating sequence. Moreover,

they showed that every function g in L2(-7r,?r) has a nonharmonic Fourier series

expansion

(4) g(t) = l.i.m. 2 <?„««••
N-+00  -N

with 2 kJ2 < °°- These results were improved by Duffin and Eachus [5] who

showed that \„ can be complex and that the constant \/ir2 can be replaced by

(log 2)/w. In the present paper we show that {A„} is an interpolating sequence
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whenever |Re(AB) - «| < L < (log 2)/ir (-00 < « < 00) and the imaginary

part of Xn is uniformly bounded, and that under these conditions every function

in L2(—ir,w) has the representation (4) with some sequence {c„} in I2.

The main results of §§2 and 3 are used in §4 to investigate interpolating

sequences in several related spaces of entire functions of exponential type.

Specifically, we consider the spaces E* of entire functions of exponential type t

which belong to Lp(—oo, 00) on the real axis. We restrict attention mainly to the

special cases p = 1 andp = 00.

1. Background material. Under the inner product

tt*)-£/«ïG5«k

H is a functional Hubert space with the reproducing kernel

tf(£z) = sin v(l-z)/*(l-z).

The functions K(£,n), -00 < n < 00, form a complete orthonormal system, so

that for each /in H

-00 ti\z — n)

By Parseval's formula

(5) II/IP = 2 l/(«)l2     (/e//).

If /is given by (1), then g is the Fourier transform of/and Plancherel's theorem

gives

(6) f_l\f(x)\2dx = l£\g(x)\2dx.

It follows easily from (1) and (6) that

(7) l/(* + /»l<e"W||/||

for every / belonging to H. Similar estimates show that H is closed under

differentiation and that

(8) 11/11 < »U/H      (/e//).

2. Interpolation in //. Let {Xn} be a sequence of distinct complex numbers. For

each/in H we define Tf to be the sequence Tf = [f(X„)} (-00 < n < 00).

Definition. The sequence {X„} is said to be an interpolating sequence for H if

TH D I2. It is not difficult to show that if TH D I2, then the unit ball in I2 can

be interpolated in a uniformly bounded way. In fact, we have the following stronger

result. For a proof see [9, p. 19].
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Lemma 2. Let X be a Banach space, {p„) a sequence in the dual space X' and T

the mapping on X defined by Tx = {/¿„(.x)}. // TX D lp for some p, 1 < p < oo,

then TM covers the unit ball of lp for some bounded subset M of X.

Definition. The sequence {X„} is said to be separated if there is a constant y such

that |A,,-At| >y>0(n=£k).
It is well known [4, p. 101] that if the A„ are real and separated and if/is an

entire function of exponential type t belonging to Lp(-oo, oo) on the real axis

(0 < p < oo), then

2 i/coi' ̂  b r \m\'dx,

where B depends only onp, t and the separation constant y. It is no more difficult

to establish the following result, which we state without proof.

Lemma 3. Let [X„] be a complex sequence satisfying

|Im(AJ|<a,       |X„-Aj>Y       (n * k)

for some positive constants a and y. Iff is an entire function of exponential type t,

belonging to Lp(—oo, oo) on the real axis, then

2\f(K)\P<Bfl \f(x)\"dx,
J — OQ

where B = B(p, r, y, a).

Proposition 1. Let {X„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis. If TH D /', then {Xn} is separated.

Proof. Since point-evaluations are continuous linear functionals on H, Lemma

2 shows that there are functions fn in H and a constant M > 0 such that

fn(K) = 8nk, ll/JI < M (for all n,k). For n * k, we have

l=fn(K)-fAh)=f£f'n(z)dz

so that

i < j£ \fM W < suP|/;(z)| • |xfl- u

where the supremum is taken over the straight line segment from Xk to X„. If

|Im(Aj| < a, then (7), (8) show that

1 <e™||/;||-|A„-A,|

<^mll/J|-|Afl-Aj

< Mve*a\XB-Xk\,

and the result follows with y = e~m/Mir.
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Corollary 1. Let {Xn) be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis. If TH D /', then TH C I2.

Since separation is a necessary condition for a sequence of real numbers to be

interpolating, the problem arises to determine if there is a constant y with the

property that [X„] is an interpolating sequence whenever X„+x — X„ > y. The

following result will show that {X„} is interpolating whenever y > 1. The proof is

a simple extension of an argument given by Ingham [7].

Lemma 4. Letf(t) = 2-/v a„eiX"' where the Xn satisfy

(9) Ke(X„+x) - Re(Xn) > y > 1,       |Im(Xn)| < a.

Then

A^\an\2<H\f(t)\2dt,

where A = 4[1/(1 + 16a2) - e2™/?2].

Proof. If k belongs to I)(-oo, oo) and K(z) - j-x k(tyz'dt, then

(10) J" k(t)\f(t)\2dt = 2 amanK(K ~\).

Letting

k(t) = COS It, \t\<TT,

= 0, |/| > 77,

we get K(z) = 4(cos 7rz)/(l - 4z2). Since \k(t)\ < 1, it follows from (10) that

2' amânK(Xm-X\)  ,
771,7!

where the prime in the summation denotes omission of the term m = n. The

remainder of the proof is devoted to obtaining suitable estimates for the two

sums in absolute value above. Since, by (9), \Xm — Xn\ > \m — n\y > 1 (m ¥= n)

and since |cos(jc + />)| < «W, we have

2' \K(Xm - \)\ < 4e2™ 2' J(-U—-
m m  4(m — n) yl — 1

8e2TO "_1_    _ 4e2m

<   y2   réx 4n2 - 1 ~   y2  '

Since 2\aman\ < \am\2 + \an\2, we get

TamSnK(Xm-Xn) = 9T k|21 klV(A, -*,),,

where \8\ < 1, and since \K(z)\ = \K(-z)\,

£ i/wi:dt > 2\an\2K(Xn-Xn)
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2' amâBK(Xm -\) = 0 2 k|2Í2' \K(Xm -Xn)\\
mji n V.« J

<^2kl2.

If we set ß„ = Im(A„), then

.     . _ 4 cosh 2ttä, 4
*(2,ft'        1 + 16#   - 1 + 16a2'

and hence

2|aJ2tf(A„-Afl)>TT4ï^2k|2,

and the proof is complete.

Theorem 1. Let {A„} be a complex sequence satsifying

Re(A„+1) - Re(A„) > y > 1,

|Im(A,,)| < a      (-»<«< oo).

Then {Xn} is an interpolating sequence for all sufficiently small values of a.

Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 4 since the value of

A given in the statement of Lemma 4 approaches 4(1 — 1/y2) > 0 as o -* 0.

Remark. Shapiro and Shields have shown [10, p. 532] that if {A„} is a separated

sequence of real numbers and if 2 kB|2 < oo, then for each o > 0 there

corresponds a function/analytic in the strip D: \y\ < a, with finite area norm

(11) ff\f(z)\2dxdy <ao,
D

such that/(A„) = c„ (—oo < n < oo). Since (11) is satisfied for each function in

H, an obvious extension of Theorem 1 shows that/may in fact be chosen to be

entire of exponential type.

Theorem 2. Let {A„} be a sequence of distinct points lying in a strip parallel to the

real axis and suppose that Re(AB+I) — Re(A„) -* oo, n -* ±oo. For eachr > Oand

each sequence {c„} in I2 there exists an entire function f of exponential type t,

belonging to L2(— oo, oo) on the real axis, for which/(A„) = c„ (—oo < n < oo).

Proof. Fix t > 0 and let Hr denote the space of entire functions of exponential

type t which belong to L2(—oo, oo) on the real axis. It follows from Theorem 1

that there exists a smallest integer N > 0 with the property that for each

sequence {c„} in I2 there corresponds at least one function / in H, such that

/(A„) = c„, \n\ > N. If N = 0 there is nothing to show, so suppose that N > 1.

Choose gixiHr such that
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8(Xn) = 1'       \n\>N,n*N.
g(K) = o,

We begin by constructing a function h in Hr such that

(12) h(XN.x) = 1,      h(Xn) = 0,       M > AT.

If g(Ajv-i) = 0, then for suitable constants c and m > 1 the function

h(z) = Uz-v.rJ Ly. -xN\

satisfies (12). If g(Xjv_i) ¥= 0, then h must be obtained by a different method. By

a theorem of Titchmarsh [11] the zeros of g have a positive density, where it is

understood that multiple zeros are counted as many times as their multiplicity

warrants. It is easily shown that {Xn} has density zero, so that some zero A of g is

either not in the sequence or else is in the sequence and is a multiple zero of g.

In either case, the function

ua - y i ~x rg& . Z~M
h{z)     X„_x-XNlg(XN-x)   z-X]

satisfies (12).

Now fix {c„} in I2 and choose/in Hr such that/(X„) = c„ (\n\ > N). Let g and

h be chosen as above and define

/.«=/(*)+ [c*-.-/(y,)]M4

Then /, belongs to HT and /(A,) = c„ (\n\ > N and n = N — Ï). The same

construction gives f2 E HT such thatf2(X„) = c„ (\n\ > N - 1). But this contra-

dicts the choice of N; hence N must be equal to zero, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 3. Let {A„}, n = 1, 2,..., be an interpolating sequence. There exist

positive numbers 8„ such that [p„] is an interpolating sequence whenever \X„ — ptt\

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that there is a constant M > 0 depending only

on {A„} with the property that for each sequence {c„} in the unit ball of I2 there

corresponds at least one function/in H for which/(A„) = c„ (n = 1,2,... ) and

11/11 < M.
Let % denote the family of all functions/in H for which ||/|| < M. Then (7)

shows that the functions in 5j are uniformly bounded on compacta. It follows

that Çf, is equicontinuous on compacta and hence in particular on the disk

\z — Xx | < 1. Thus, if 0 < tx < 1, there is a corresponding 5, = S,(ej) such that

l/(z) -/(Ai)| < e (|z - A,| < 8X), uniformly for all/in % In addition, 8X may

be chosen small enough so that the disk \z — Xx \ < b\ intersects {A„} only at Xx.
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We are going to show that if | A! - p, | < fi,, then {p,, A2, A3,...} is an interpolat-

ing sequence. Clearly, it will be enough to show that the unit ball of I2 can be

interpolated. More precisely, we will show that for each {c„} with 2 k„|2< 1

there corresponds a function Fx in H for which

FM) = cx,

FAK) = cn, « = 2, 3, ....

\\FX\\ < M/(\ - tx),

Fix p, with | A, — p, | < fi, and let 2 kB |2 ^ 1 • There exists a function g in H such

that

g(K) = cn,       \\g\\<M,      « = 1,2,....

Since g is in 9X, \g(px) - g(A,)| < e,. Also, there exists a function/in H such that

f<M = i,
/(A„) = 0,        « = 2,3,....

11/11 < M,

Then/is also in 9X so that |/(p,) -/(A,)| < e,, and hence |/(p,)| > 1 - e, > 0.

Now, set

Fx(z)=g(z) + [cx-g(px)]f(z)/f(lix).

Clearly, Fx is in H, /¡(p,) = c„ Fx(Xn) = c„ (n > 1), and

ki -g(Mi)ii,i,IU,II< 11*11 +
1/0*1)1

<r 11.11  ■  lg(M-g(Mi)L,ii

< A/(l + e,/(l - e,)) = A//(l - e,).

The above argument can be repeated with {A„} replaced by {p,,A2,A3,...}.

Thus, we let 92 denote the family of all functions f in H for which ||/||

< A//(l — £,). Then 92 is equicontinuous on each compact set and for 0 < e2

< 1 we find fi2 = fi2(e,,e2) such that

r/«-/&)i<%   (\*-h\<*>\
uniformly for all/in 92. We note that 52 is independent of p, and may be chosen

so that the disks \z — A, | < 5, and |z — A2| < fi2 are disjoint and intersect {A„}

only at A, and A2, respectively. Just as before, we show that whenever Ife — A21

< fi2, the sequence {p, ,p^,X3, A4,...} is interpolating, and that for each sequence

{cn} in the unit ball of I2 there corresponds a function F2 in H for which
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FÁPn) = cn,       n = 1, 2,

F2(X„) = c„,       n> 2,

\\F2\\ < M/(l - ex)(l - e2).

The above process may be iterated. Thus, given a sequence {eB}, 0 < eH < 1,

we obtain a corresponding sequence {§„}, 8n = 5„(£I,e2,... ,e„) > 0, with the

property that for each positive integer N the sequence [px,p2,.. ,,pN,XN+x,

A/v+2,...} is interpolating whenever | A„ — p„ | < 8n (n = \,2,...,N), and such

that for every sequence {c„} with 2 k„|2 < 1 there exists a function FN in H for

which

FN(p„) = c„,      n= \,2,...,N,

EN(X„) = cn,      n> N,

\\FN\\ <M-¡-!—y-!-t-Í—.
" " " —      1 — e, 1 — e2        1 — tN

Now, choose {e„}, 0 < en < 1, so that

71— 1    * e7l

and let the corresponding sequence {8„} be determined as above. Fix {u„} with

\K ~ fj < ^7i (" = 1,2,... ) and let {c„} belong to the unit ball of I2. For each

positive integer N there exists a function FNinH such that

^vGO = cH,      n = 1, 2, ...,N,

teii<«n(i+r^)

Since ||/v|| is uniformly bounded, a subsequence of (/>} will converge weakly to

a function F in H for which P(jnn) = c„ (n = 1,2,... ). Thus, the unit ball of I2

can be interpolated and the proof is complete.

3. Uniqueness: complete interpolatng sequences.

Proposition 2. Let (X„), n = 1, 2, ..., be an interpolating sequence. Each of the

following statements implies the others.

(i) The set of relations f E H andf(Xn) = 0 (n = 1,2,... ) imply thatf = 0,

that is, {Xn} is a set of uniqueness for H.

(ii) The exponentials {e***'} are complete in L2(—n,ir).

(iii) The sequence {A„} is contained in no larger interpolating sequence.
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Proof. It follows immediately from the Paley-Wiener representation (1) that (i)

and (ii) are equivalent. Since (ii) clearly implies (iii) it remains only to show that

(iii) implies (ii).

Suppose then that {eiXn'} is not complete in L2(—rr, ii) and let Aq be distinct from

the A„. We show that {A„}, « = 0, 1, 2, ..., is an interpolating sequence. Since

{eiX"'} is incomplete there is a function g in L2(-ir,'ir), g # 0, such that

f^g(t)eiX"'dt = 0,      « = 1,2,....

Setting h(z) = JZ, g(t)e"'dt, we have « G H, h ¥> 0, and h(X„) = 0 (n = 1,

2,... ). If A(Ao) # 0, we set F(z) = h(z)/h(Xo), while if «(Aq) = 0, we take
F(z) = h(z)/A(z - Ao)m, where A and m are chosen so that F(Xq) = 1. In either

case, F(Ao) = 1 and F(Xn) = 0 (« = 1,2,...).

Fix {c„}, « = 0, 1, 2, ..., in I2. There is a function G in H with G(A„) = c„

(«= 1,2,...). Let

/(z) = G(z) + [c0 - G(Xo)]F(z).

Then/is in H and/(A„) = cH (n = 0,1,2,... ).

Definition. An interpolating sequence satisfying any one of the conditions

listed in Proposition 2 will be called a complete interpolating sequence.

Theorem 4. Let {A„} be a sequence of distinct points lying in a strip parallel to the

real axis. If{Re(X„)} is a complete interpolating sequence, then {A„} is a complete

interpolating sequence.

The proof of Theorem 4 requires the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let X„ = ctn + iß„, where a„ and ß„ are real and satisfy

<*n+i -an>y>0,       \ß„\ < ß,       -oo < « < oo.

If{ei^'} is complete in L2(—it,it), then {eia"'} is also complete in L2(—7r,ir).

Proof of Lemma 5. An equivalent problem is to show that the completeness of

(y(A,+<)'} implies that of {ei(""+i'>1}. For this it is enough to show that the only

function in H which vanishes at every point a„ + i is identically zero. Arguing by

contradiction, we suppose that for some /in H,f # 0,f(an + i) = 0 (-oo < n

< oo). Without any loss of generality we may suppose that no an is an integer

and that/(0) = 1. We are going to exhibit a function g in H with g(A„ + i ) — 0

(-oo < « < oo) and g(0) = 1, thereby contradicting the completeness of

{e«(x,+i)»}. set

/*(*)-/(*) n \~z!!tV}y   N = l'2.
„—at 1 -z/(an + i)

For each # we have/* G H,fN(K + *') = 0 (|«| < AT), and/v(0) = 1. By (5),
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We show that the products

»      l-k/(Xn + i)2

l-k/(an + i)n—AT

N

= n
71-N

a- + i

X„ + i
A. + i- k
a. + i- k

are uniformly bounded in N and k. Simple calculations show that

a„ + i

A„ + í
a2+l

«2 + (A + O'
= 1 - A2 + 2ßn

CL2 + (A + 1)
< 1 +2 -^

ß2 + 2\ßn\

a2 + (A + l)2

<1+^i±M=1+4,

and

A„ + i - k
a. + i — k

_(an-k)2 + (ßn-rl)2 <(a„-k)2 + (ß+l)2

(an -k)2+l       -      (an -k)2+l

= 1 + ß2 + 2ß

(a„ -k)2+l
= 1 + B

(aH -kf+l

Therefore

N

n
n=-JV

i - k/(\ + i)
l-k/(an + i)

^eXPll[ol + („B-f)2-,l]}
Since {an} is separated and no a„ vanishes, the series 2 ol~2 converges and

1
<2+ 2

I
(-00 < k < oo).

«—» (an - k)2 + 1 - * ' n-\ (ny)2

It follows that sup 11/»/1| < oo, so that a subsequence of {fN} converges weakly to

a function g in H for which g(A„ + i) = 0 (-oo < n < oo) and g(0) = 1.

Proof of Theorem 4. Let A„ = a„ + iß„. Since {an} is a complete interpolating

sequence, it follows from Lemma 3 and Proposition 1 that the mapping

T: H -» I2 given by Tf = {f(an)} is continuous, one-to-one, and onto. By the

open mapping theorem, T has a continuous inverse. Thus, there exists a positive

constant A such that

A\\f\\2 < 2 l/(«JI2    t/e/f).

By a theorem of Duffin and Schaeffer [6, p. 355] we have

(13) ¿H/If < 2 \f(xn)\2
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for some constant B > 0 and all / in H. Now there exist functions g„ in H such

that gA<*k) = fi«*- It follows from Lemma 5 that for each k the sequence of

functions {e'K'}n¥,k is incomplete in L2(-ir,ir). Therefore, we can find functions f„

in H such that f„(Xk) = 8*. Fix {c„} in I2 and set FN(z) = 2-* cj,(z)

(N = 1,2,...). Since FN(Xk) is equal to ck when |£ | < N and has the value 0 for

|*| >JV, (13) gives

\\FN\\2<B   2   \FN(Xk)\2 < ^ 2 kl2

so that a subsequence of {/^} converges weakly to a function F E H for which

*"(**) = <?* (-oo < k < oo).

Corollary 2. Le/ {AB} èe a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis, and suppose that

\Re(X„) -n\<L< (log 2)/ir      (-oo < « < oo).

Then {X„} is a complete interpolating sequence.

Proof. It was shown by Duffin and Eachus [5] that the inequality

(14) 112 cn(e>*^> - e"")\\2û{^v) < e2 2 kJ2

holds for some constant 9, 0 < 9 < 1, and every sequence {c„) in I2. By a

theorem of Paley and Wiener [8, p. 100], {Re(A„)} is a complete interpolating

sequence. The result then follows from Theorem 4.

Theorem 5. Let {A„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis. //{AB} is a complete interpolating sequence, then each function in L2(—ir, w) has

a unique expansion of the form

g(t) = l.i.m. 2 c^'.
N-nx>  -N

Moreover, A 2 k« |2 < IMIÍ^-t,*) ^ B 2 k« |2» where A and B are positive con-

stants independent off.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that the inequality

A-2\cB\2<\\2cne^%^x)

holds for some A > 0 and all finite sequences {cn}. Since {A„} is separated

(Proposition 1), Lemma 3 shows that

(15) 2 l/(\,)|2 < B\\f\\2

for some B > 0 and every /in H.

If K„ denotes the reproducing function at AB,

km=a-(z,aj=y~y,
it(z - Xn)
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then (15) may be rewritten as

(16) 2 l(/,*„)|2 < B\\ff.

Let us set/ = 2 c„Kn where {c„} is a finite sequence. By (16) and the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality

\\f\\2 = (f,2cnKn) = 2cn(f,Kn)

< [2 kJ2]1/2[2 l(/,^)l2]1/2

< i2 \ca\r2Bnfi

so that ll/ll2 < B 2 k„|2. Taking the Fourier transform of/we get

(17) A 2 \c„ |2 < 112 cn e*-' U2^) < B 2 k I2

for every finite sequence {c„} and hence for every sequence in I2. It is a simple

consequence of (17) that each function in L2(—m, m) which lies in the closed linear

span of {e/A"'} has a unique expansion of the form l.i.m.Ar_00 2-at cneiX"' with {c„}

in I2. Since the exponentials eiX"' are complete in L2(—<n,<n) the result follows.

Theorem 6. Let {A„} ¿>e a complete interpolating sequence. There exist positive

numbers 8n such that {p„} is a complete interpolating sequence whenever |A„ — uj

< On-

Proof. Since {AB} is interpolating there is a constant A > 0 such that

08) ^ 2 kJ2 < 112 c^'ll2^

for every finite sequence {c„}. If Sn > 0 is chosen small enough so that

2 ll^'-^'lllw)<4
71=1 *•

whenever |An - p„\ < 8„ (n = 1,2,... ), then for every finite sequence {c„}

¡12 cn(^< - ^Oll^-.,,) < [2 kl y*" - ¿""'II]2

(19) <\2\c„\2][2\\e*"-eii->\\2]

<f2kl2.
Combining (18) and (19) we get

112 cn(^' - e*"')!^-.,,) < ÍII2 C.-^feHrt

whenever |A„ - u„| < 8n (n = 1,2,... ). Since {e^*"'} is complete in L2(—tr,7r), it

follows from a theorem of Boas [2, p. 469] that {e'1*'} is also complete. In

Theorem 3 it was shown that {pn} is interpolating whenever the A„ are sufficiently

small, whence the result follows.
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4. Interpolation in Ep. We use the standard notation Ep to denote the space of

entire functions of exponential type t (0 < t < oo) which belong to Lp(-co, oo)

on the real axis. For the properties of the spaces Ep see [4]. For 0 < p < oo, let

Vp
ii/ii, = [/Ii/mi'¿*]''>

while forp = oo, let ||/L = sup|/(x)| (x real).

Definition. A sequence {A„} of distinct complex numbers is called an interpo-

lating sequence for Ep if TEP D /'. Here we continue to denote by T the mapping

/-*{/(*,)}.
The following results are derived from Lemmas 2 and 3 in essentially the same

way as Proposition 1 and Corollary 1. The proofs are therefore omitted.

Proposition 3. Let {A„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis. If TE? D /' (1 < p < oo), then {A„} is separated.

Corollary 2. Let {A„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis. If TEP D /' (1 < p < oo), then TEP C l".

The remainder of this section is devoted to interpolation in EP in the special

cases p = 1 andp = oo.

Theorem 7. Let {A„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis and suppose that there exist functions f„ in Ep satisfying

fn(K) = «-*>       II/» L < M,       (all n,k).

Then TEf = /" whenever t > p.

Proof. It is well known [4, p. 82] that for every/in Ef

(20) l/(^ + /»l<ll/L^.

so that TE? C /" for each t > 0.

Fix {cn} in /", t > p and let e = (t - p)/2. We show that the function

belongs to E?. Clearly, /(A„) = c„ (-oo < n < oo). Let A„ = a„ + iß„ and

suppose that \ßn\ < a and \c„\ < N. For m = 0, 1, 2,..., let Sm be the set of

integers « for which m — 1 < |A„| < m + 2 and Tm the set of « for which

|AJ < m — 1 or |AJ > m + 2. The method of proof of Proposition 1 shows that

{A„} is separated. Since {/?„} is bounded there is a constant K, independent of m,

such that the number of integers in Sm is at most K. For m < \z\ < m + 1, write

/(*)- 2 cMz)\s^^]2+ 2 cJAz)\™¿^]2.
nesm L   e(z - Xn)   J      „es. L   e(z - A,,)   J
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Since (sin z)/z is entire of exponential type 1 and is bounded by 1 on the real

axis, (20) shows that |(sin z)/z| < e|Imi|. Therefore, setting z = x + iy, we have

|/(z)|<ArA/expOi|v|) 2 expOlv-Äj)
neSm

^A/expQilvl) 2  exp(2e| y - ft|)

(22) ■* ■•*      \Z~K\2

< KMN exp((p + 2e)| v| + 2ea)

+ e~2NM exp((p + 2e)| y\ + 2ea) 2
1

„ÍK,|z-Aj2'

We claim that the sums 2nes, \z ~ K\~2 bave a uniform upper bound for all

m > 0 and m < \z\ < m + 1. Since {A„} is a separated sequence, our assertion

is immediate when each A„ is real, while in the general case the existence of an

upper bound follows readily from the boundedness of Im X„. It follows from (22)

that the series in (21) converges uniformly in each disk \z\ < m (m = 1,2,...)

and that, for some constant A, |/(z)| < A exp[(p + 2e)|y\]. Since t = p + 2e,f

belongs to E? and the proof is complete.

Theorem 8.7/"{AB} is a real sequence with X„+i — XH > 1 (-oo < « < oo), then

TE? = r whenever r > m.

Proof. That TE? C /" is clear. It follows readily from Theorem 1 that {A„} is

an interpolating sequence for E2 whenever p > it. Indeed, if we set pn

= (p./if)Xn, then p„+x — pn > p/ir > 1 and Theorem 1 shows that {p„} is an

interpolating sequence for E2. Therefore, given {c„} G I2 there exists a function

g in E2 such that g(pn) = cn for all «. Setting f(z) = g((p/ii)z) we see that /

belongs to E2 and/(A„) = c„ (all «), and this establishes our assertion. Let us

now fix p with ir < p < t. Lemma 2 shows that there exist functions fn in E2 for

which

fn (hk) = Snk,      sup ILA lb < oo,      (all «, k).
n

From (7) it follows that |/(x)|2 < (p/ir)||/|g for all/in E2 and all real x, so that

supJIjüL < oo. The conclusion now follows from Theorem 7.

In the same way we get the following result.

Theorem 9. Let {A„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis and suppose that

|Re(A„) - «| < L < (log 2)/ir      (-oo < « < oo).

Then TE? = l°° whenever r > it.

Theorem 10. The integers are not an interpolating sequence for E?.

Proof. We show that the sequence {c„} given by
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C-0, „<0.

-H)",      n>0,

cannot be interpolated. Suppose first that {wn} is an arbitrary sequence in l°° and

that w0 = 0. If there is an / in £™ with f(n) = wn (-00 < n < 00), then

g(z) = f(z)/z is in £2 and ng(n) = w„. If A is any other function in E2 for which

zh(z) belongs to E™ and nh(n) = w„ (—00 < « < 00), then h(z) = g(z)

+ a(sin itz)/itz for some complex number a [4, p. 221]. Thus

/«--["s?
sin tt(z — «)        sin 7rz "

—I- a —
(z - n) mz   \

is the most general function in £" with f(n) = w„ (n ¥= 0) and /(0) = 0.

A necessary condition that zg(z) belong to £" is that its derivative zg'(z)

+ g(z) be bounded on the real axis [4, p. 206] and hence, in particular, that

ng'(n) + g(n) be bounded uniformly in n. Since g belongs to E2, g(n) -* 0 as

\n\ -» 00, so that [ng'(n)} must be bounded.

Now, let [c„] be given by (23) and let

gKZ)     n%    n       Tr(z-n)   •

We will show that zg(z) is not bounded on the real axis by showing that

l^g'tol ~* °° as n -> 00. By the preceding remarks the integers cannot be

interpolating for E".

We have

,,, ^2 ^i2 — »)CQS 1TZ — IT Sin 7TZ
g (z) — 2j ~ Tr        \i

71-1 n w2(z — n)

so that for k > 0,

(TO   *..£*-*   ;££•
n=l;n#* n  K — n n=l;n*k n K — n

Thus

*g'(/c) = (-1)*   2   f - - -^tY

It is not difficult to show that

so that |A;g'(&)| -» 00 as k -» 00.

Theorem 11. // {A„} is a real sequence with X„+x — Xn > 1 (—00 < n < 00),

íActi 7£' = /' whenever t > 7r.
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Proof. Lemma 3 shows that TE\ Cl1. It follows just as in the proof of

Theorem 8 that for ir < p < r there exist functions gn in E2 with gn(Xk) = 5^

and sup„ ||g„ |b < oo. If we set e = t - p and let

J&W = g„00(sin e(z - Xn))/e(z - Xn),

lhenf„ G El &ndfAXk) = 8^. Holder's inequality shows that

I sin e(z - AJ |
ll/Jl < llg,n 112

4? - K)

and it follows that sup„|LA||, < oo.

Now, choose {c„} in /' and set

(24) /(z) = 2 cnfn(z).

Since 2 \\c„f„ Hi < oo,/belongs to E\, and Lemma 3 implies that the convergence

in (24) is uniform in each horizontal strip. Therefore, /(A„) = c„ (-oo < n

< oo) and the proof is complete.

It is easy to see that this result is best possible, in the sense that t cannot always

be taken equal to it. Indeed, the integers are not an interpolating sequence for £¿

for the trivial reason that the nonzero integers are a set of uniqueness. However,

we have the following stronger result.

Theorem 12. The nonzero integers are not an interpolating sequence for E\.

Proof. Lemma 3 shows that point evaluations are continuous linear functionals

on E\. By Lemma 2 it is enough to show that the unit ball of /' cannot be

interpolated in a uniformly bounded way. Since

fn(z) — «(sin n(z — n))/irz(z — n)      (n ¥= 0)

is the unique function in El with the property that f„(k) = 5^, it is sufficient to

show that ILA H, -> oo as « -> oo. For n > 0,

;ii-£>*)i*> îf

IT k=\Jk

Sin 1TX

k+3/A     sin mx

x(x + n)

dx

dx

■foJk+i/4   |jc(jc + «)|

\Vly CM'*(-_—\d
2ir *_,A+i/4  \x    x + n)

V5        «  f   k + 3/4    k + n+ 1/4"]
2?r 10g k-i lk + n + 3/4    k+ 1/4   J'

Using the relation T(x + 1) = xT(x) it easily follows that the infinite product
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above is equal to

.    r (1 + 3/4X2+ 3/4) •••(# +3/4) 1
/v™ L(l + n + 3/4)(2 + « + 3/4) ■•■(# + n + 3/4)J

f(l + n + 1/4) • • • (TV + n + 1/4)1

'L       (l + l/4)---(/V+l/4)       J

- {"1 + 3/41 [2 + 3/41      r» + 3/41

= Li + 1/4JL2 + 1/4J   L« + 1/4J
rr(i +1/4)1 rr(» + i + 3/4)1
Lr(i + 3/4)JLr(«+ 1 + 1/4) J-

From the estimate T(x + 1) ~ (2ir)^2xx+^2e~x (as x -» 00) we conclude that

T(n + 1 + 3/4)/T(n + 1 + 1/4) -» 00 (as n -* 00), and the proof is complete.

The proof of the next theorem is similar to that of Theorem 11 and is therefore

omitted.

Theorem 13. Let {X„} be a sequence of points lying in a strip parallel to the real

axis and suppose that

|Re(AB) - n\ < L < (log 2)/w      (-00 < n < 00).

Then TE\ = 71 whenever t > ir.
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